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Arise     Awake   Achieve 

We will develop as an institution with a commit-
ment to excellence in education, research and 
consultancy and we will nurture and promote 
human advancement. Our goal is to make the 
university a preferred institute for young women 
and men who are aspiring for productive careers. 
We want to develop them as professionals of global 
standard.

To promote quality education, training, research, 
consultancy and enhance employability and 
entrepreneurial skills of our students. To integrate 
industry with academics in order to prepare our 
students in an immersive way for the world of work  
Developing effective interface with the industry and 
other institutes within and outside the country is the 
cornerstone of our approach. To meet these ends, we 
encourage and nurture overall development of 
students.

Swami Vivekananda advocated the concept of 
'total development' of human being, which 
includes physical, mental and spiritual develop-
ment. He also advocated incorporation of science 
and technology in curricula and laid emphasis on 
technical education that will develop industries. 
Our core values are inspired by Swami Viveka-
nanda's philosophy, and our institutions are 
founded on his thoughts and ideas. Our goal is to 
develop the physical, mental, emotional, secular 
and spiritual faculties of our students with a view 
to make them professionals of global standard 
and responsible citizens.
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                   Vivekananda  Global  University, Jaipur is the 
leading private university of Rajasthan established by 
Rajasthan State Assembly Act No. 11/2012 and spon-
sored by Bagaria Education Trust, Jaipur. The University 
is currently headed by Dr. Adarsh Kishore, Ex-Finance 
Secretary, GOI and Ex Chairman Axis Bank Ltd, as Chair-
person ( Chancellor), Prof. (Dr.) M. Raisinghani, Former 
Director, MNIT Jaipur is the Vice-Chairperson and Prof. 
Y.K. Vijay, a leading researcher is the President (Vice 
Chancellor) of the University. The University is offering 
courses in the field of Engineering, Architecture, Design, 
Basic and Applied Science, Management,  Commerce & 
International Trade,  Law, Hotel  Management, Pharmacy 
and Agriculture. 

The University focuses on Research, Innovation, Entre-
preneurship and Placements. This is being done with the 
help of various collaborations with International universi-
ties such as Swansea Metropolitan University, Edinburgh 
Napier University and research labs such as CEERI Pilani, 
CSIO Chandigarh, companies such as Infosys, TCS & 
Accenture. The University has Wadhwani Centre of 
Excellence i.e. Incubation Centre in collaboration with 
NEN and Headstart Network 

VGU is located in the cultural and heritage rich city of 
India, Jaipur. Here, at the university students are provid-
ed with ample amount of opportunities to develop on all  
fronts; personal, professional, Emotional and Spiritual. 

The University firmly believes in words of the great 
philosopher and educator Swami Vivekananda. 

" Education is the manifestation of the perfection already in man"

Visit www.vgu.ac.in for more details
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About VGU



It is my great pleasure to welcome new talents every year to the Vivekananda 
Global University, which is brimming with fresh vigor and energy. I hope every 
prospective student of the university is teeming with high spirits and enthusiasm. 
We had commenced our passionate journey with keen students and expert facul-
ty members whose dedication and hard work laid foundation of growth. The 
emphasis is on building excellent professionals with state-of-art knowledge base 
and a global perspective. A conducive environment at the University helps in 
building and shaping a student’s personality holistically, leading them to become 
enlightened job seekers and job creators. I personally believe that students learn 
better outside classrooms with practical experience from life and therefore, we 
have established extensive laboratories and  pedagogy approaches for creating 
and fostering well rounded broadly ‘educated’ young persons.

                    With my best wishes. 

An endeavour bears fruit only when there is a clear vision coupled with a strong 
determination to achieve it. Since its inception, VGU have been trying to put this 
concept into practice. The severely competitive world of today offers vast oppor-
tunities for those who are willing to keep pace with the changing world. In order 
to succeed today, one needs right education, skills and strength of mind. Simply 
speaking, opportunities today are for those who aim at achieving excellence. 
Ambition is the fuel of achievement. For sure, at VGU we are fired up and fuelled 
by an ambition to achieve excellence. We aim to provide students with leadership, 
management, communication skills and professional ethics serving as a founda-
tion for future development and career success.

                   With my best wishes.

Dr. Adarsh Kishore
Chairperson, VGU

Prof. (Dr.) M. Raisinghani
Vice Chairperson, VGU
Former Director, MNIT Jaipur

Former Chairman, Axis Bank Ltd.
Former Executive Director, IMF
Former Finance Secretary, 
Govt. of India

Aspire to Achieve

Dr. K. Ram
(Retd. IPS)

Chief Patron
Former DGP, Manipur

It gives me immense pleasure to address all the readers of Vivekananda Global 
University brochure because the readers are surely the people who are in the 
quest for learning which may be either for themselves or for their kinspersons 
aspiring to achieve higher education and to prosper in the competitive world.

Learning is continuous process, as we march towards becoming a ‘Center of 
Excellence’ the role of each of the stakeholder’s viz., Trustees, Board Members, 
Officers, Staff, Students and wider community becomes increasingly important. 
We aspire to be a cutting-edge university, to anticipate the needs of the future 
and meet them here and to create an environment that supports teaching, learn-
ing and research.

Our university has taken firm steps in the direction of industry linked education 
model and we are continuously having our eyes on the needs of the industries and 
introducing education programs to see ourselves worthwhile and true in our 
aspirations.

                    With my best wishes. 

* * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * *



The academic session has continued to provide an excellence driven, world 
class and holistic education provided by our institutions. We have thoroughly 
worked upon this respect for traditions, together with a progressive attitude 
towards the future, academic rigor with a caring heart, and an appreciation of the 
individual with the warmth of a cohesive school community.

Education is changing rapidly. New initiatives in terms of teaching methodology 
and best practices from the world's renowned institutes need to be integrated on 
a regular basis. Our results every year speak for themselves both academic and 
non-academic in all fields. I urge our faculty in confidently repeating the same and 
bettering it with the best of their ability. My wish for VGU is to inculcate in our 
students a caring attitude for self, for others, for country, for the world and of 
course for the environment.

                 With my best wishes.

Visit www.vgu.ac.in for more details
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With the robust growth of Indian economy and its indispensable participation in 
the global arena, we endeavour to contribute our bit in this process by providing 
conducive and encouraging environment for the growth of quality education, 
effective industry- academia interface and constructive research. The nurturing 
and culmination of well rounded professionals  possessing global competencies 
with firm grounding in their culture and value system is the challenge that we 
have set for ourselves to meet through our institutions . To ensure enhanced 
employability of our students, great emphasis has been laid on keeping them 
abreast with the latest technological advancements through persistently provid-
ing them with the state-of-the-art infrastructure in consonance with contempo-
rary and future needs of the global industry.

Vivekananda Global University will be gateway to success for years to come, 
once such exemplary global standards are established.

                      
                          With my best wishes.

Dr. K. R. Bagaria
Founder 
VGU& VIT Campus, Jaipur
SKIT, Jaipur

Prof. (Dr.) Y. K. Vijay
President, VGU

Er. Onkar Bagaria
CEO, VGU

As a new academic year unfolds, higher education institutions continue to find 
themselves in a period of flux and transformation. Rapid Growth in higher educa-
tion has brought with it challenges of student strength, varying quality of 
students and issues of long-term sustenance. Amongst the challenges, lies the 
opportunity of strengthening the system and processes, re-organizing and to go 
for resource optimization. This lays the foundation for a strong sustainable future. 
The authorities of VGU and  all the staff members working in university and 
constituent colleges are constantly engaged in the development of sustainable 
student community development which will reward to the nation, region and 
university by increasing students marketability and successful placement by 
finding their steps in competitive market.

With respect, admiration and appreciation, I invite all the stakeholders to join in 
for creating a sustainable future for this great University. Let us work together 
serve together, and yes, sometimes even sacrifice together, for the flourishing 
future of this University and higher education. Then, regardless, we win together.

Let’s find positivity and let’s be connected always for education growth.

                      
                          With my best wishes.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * *
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Accreditation

International Collaborations

ASSOCIATION OF 
INDIAN UNIVERSITIES

MINISTRY OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
 GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

MINISTRY OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT
& ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

COUNCIL OF ARCHITECTURE
NEW DELHI

AICTE, NEW DELHI

BAR COUNCIL OF INDIA

BAR
COUNCIL

OF
INDIA

UGC
Grants Commission

PHARMACY COUNCIL
OF INDIA

University 

Academic Partners & Centres

ACCA

DES
Disruptive Education Services

CENTRE 
FOR
DESIGN 
EXCELLENCE

VBSC

Global Centre for
Enterprenurship 
& Commerce

GC
E C

    keeping with the changing demands in education, Vivekananda Global University offers a redesigned 
curriculum that prepares you for the future workplace. The learning methodology integrates multi-disci-
plinary and contemporary global pedagogy across Law, Management, Sciences & Engineering and 
Technology along with skills and competencies such as critical thinking, problem solving and working 
in cross-functional teams essential constituents for modern day success. Programs are globally recog-
nized and accredited to various national and international academic and professional organizations.

VGU TECHNOLOGY  BUSINESS INCUBATOR



MoUs and tie-ups at Vivekananda Global University are 
signed keeping in mind the market’s current scenario and 

technologies demanded today. Memorandum of Under-
standings developed between universities and the top com-

panies is to ensure that students are well-updated with the 
ongoing trend in technologies. Top companies like BOSCH, 

ACCA, Mitsubishi electric, TCSION, etc. have signed MoUs with 
VGU. As VGU is hitched with some top International Universities, 

this is very beneficial for students as they are providing students with 
market exposure, certification courses, special training sessions, 

Research parks with advanced technologies, online examinations, free 
software services and much more. VGU makes sure of the fact that these 

signings not only make them aware of the latest technologies, but it also 
encourages the work of students and the start-ups driven by them. Through 

this, students get the much needed market exposure. Hence, opportunities 
open up wide and their hard work is manifested in front of the world.

ECI

ARCHISTAR.AI

Design2Occupancy Services LLP

MOU & Tie-ups

ERA



Projects, Grants & Consultancy

Research Grants 

4 Cr +

25 +
Research Projects

72+
PhD Faculties

104

4

Sci/scopus indexed 
     Publications in 2018-19

Patents

Visit www.vgu.ac.in for more details
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Faculties @ VGU

•   Ministry of Rural Development under DDU GKVY
•   DRDO grant for Feasibility Study of thin films for thermo 
     electric efficiency improvement 
•   DRDO grant for MINO-5
•   DST Rajasthan grant for Innovation in Science & Teaching
•   DST NIMAT for Entrepreneurship Awareness Camps
•   Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship under 
     PM YUVA YOJANA
•   Rural Technology and Business Incubator (RTBI)
•   Indian Railway grant for Beautification & Renovation of 
    Concourse Hall at Jaipur Railway  Station
•   DST grant to Research Scholar for attending International 
     Conference

Grant
Received 

S.N Amount 
Received

Purpose

1        AICTE                7.20 Lacs      RPS 
2       AICTE                7 Lacs           Entrepreneurship Development Cell
3       AICTE                1.75 Lacs       Seminar “ RAPSE-III”
4       AICTE                5.30 Lacs      RPS
5       SIDBI                .50 Lacs        Round Table Conference on Startup India, Stand up India
6       MNRE                 32 Lacs         Mass production of modified carbon nanotubes (CNTs) for          
                                                          hydrogen gas storage application
7        RREC                13 Lac            Training Programme on Solar
8        DST, Raj.            0.50 Lac       Innovation in Science & Teaching (IST-I)
9        DRDO                8.45 Lac       Feasibility study of low offset potential BiTe/SbTe and BiTe/BiSe
                                                          multilayer periodic thin films for thermoelectricefficiency improvement
10      Ministry of Skill 
              Development &      8 Lac             The Empannelled Institute of PM Yuva Yojana 
         Entrepreneurship  
11       DST-NIMAT        1 Lac              EAC-2017
12      SIDBI                .25 Lacs        Seminar on “Goods and Services Tax – Myths v/s The Ground Reality”
13      DRDO                0.50 Lac       MINO-V
14      DST-NIMAT        0.40 Lac       EAC-2018
15      DST- Govt.          30 Lacs        Rural TBI
         of Raj.
16      DST- Govt.          11 Lacs          INSPIRE Camp
         of India
17      DST- Govt.          2.80 Lacs     IPR Awareness Camp
          of Raj
18      Indian Railways  . 36 Lacs       Railway Consultancy
19      BEE                    1.8 Cr.             Retailer Training Program
                



Engineering
& Technology

Centre for Design
Excellence 

Basics &
Applied Sciences

Agriculture

Programme Offered

Faculty ProgrammeLevel Branch 

B.Sc.(H)

M.Sc.

B.Arch

B.Sc (P)

B.Sc (H)

M.Sc

DiplomaDiploma

B.Tech

M.Tech

Agriculture

Architecture

Design + Design Management

Sustainable Design 

Agronomy

PCM  |  CBZ  |  IT 

Chemistry | Mathematics | Physics

Civil |  Computer Science |  Electrical  | Mechanical 

Civil | Computer Science | Electrical  | Mechanical | Robotics 

CS (Cloud Technology & Information Security ) 

Civil | Computer Science | Electrical | Mechanical 

UG

PG

PG

Integrated

UG

UG

UG

PG

UG

PG

4 Year

2 Year

 Agri Business ManagementB.Sc. MBAIntegrated 5 Year

5 Year

5 Year

2 Year

3 Year

3 Year

2 Year

B.Des

B.Des + MBA

M.Des

Design ManagementPG 2 YearMBA

Interior & Product Design | Fashion & Textile Design  |UG 4 Year

3 Year

4 Year

CS (Data Science) | Artificial Intelligence | Data Analytics

2 Year

Duration 

VGU  School
of Law

UG

UG

UG

PG

BA+LL.B

BBA+LL.B

LL.B

LL.M

BA+LL.B ( 5 Year Integrated )

( 5 Year Integrated )BBA+LL.B

LL.B

Constitution & Administrative Law | Criminal Law     

Intellectual Property Rights | Corporate & Commercial Law

5 Year

5 Year

3 Year

1 Year

BCA Cloud Technology & Information Security |Data Science

UI  |  UIx  |  Artificial Intelligence 

UG 3 Year

 Computer Science
 & Applications

Graphics & Communication

Chemistry | Physics | Mathematics | Botany | Forensic science



Hospitality

UG

UG

PG

International
Trade & Commerce

B.Com B.Com 3 Year

3 Year

3 Year

3 Year

2 Year

B.Com (H) Entrepreneurship | International Finance | 

Finance & Accounts

Corporate Accounting | Global Accounting & Finance |

MBA HR | Marketing | Finance | ABM | Entrepreneurship 

International Finance |  HCM | Financial Markets

 | Digital Marketing | Event Management  

 

UG

PG

Pharmaceutical
Science and Nursing

D. Pharma Diploma In PharmacyDiploma

Humanity &
Social Sciences 

3 Year

2 Year

2 Year

BA 

MA

International Relations

International Relations

 
Integrated Integrated

IntegratedIntegrated

4 Year

4 Year

B.Sc.+ B.Ed #

#

# : subject to approval of NCTE

BA + B.Ed

B.Sc.+ B.Ed

BA + B.Ed

Management

Faculty ProgrammeLevel Branch Duration 

Event Management | General 

BBA Pass Course

UG BBA Analytics | Financial Markets | Global Marketing 

UG

BBA (H) Financial Services UG

2 Year

Diploma

BHMCT Bachelor of Hotel Management & Catering Technology   

Diploma

Diploma

Diploma

UG 4 Year

1.5 YearHotel Management 

Diploma

Diploma

Advertising, Media & Event Management  1 Year

Event Management

P.G. Diploma Event Management  | Advertising , Media & Event ManagementP.G. Diploma

Risk Management  | Corporate Finance

9
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The Learning Resource Center (LRC) of University is situat-
ed in separate building of two floors. LRC has a rich 
collection of more than 40000 books and 1500 
E-books. The students and faculty are given access to 
more than 200 E-journals. The libraries give easy 
access to several web based video courses, 
prepared by professors of leading institutes of the 
country. At a time, it gives access to 60 students 
to work on computers as well as to read the 
books. The LRC is open till 8 P.M. daily for the 
hostelers as well for the day scholars who 
want to stay back for study.

Visit www.vgu.ac.in for more details

LEARNING
RESOURCE 
CENTER

Infrastructure

ACRES OF 
UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS

32.2 RESIDENTIAL
CAMPUS 
WITH ALL 
CONVENIENCE
FACILITIES.

17KM 
8KM  
5KM  

NEAREST FROM 
 THE CITY

- JAIPUR JUNCTION
- DURGAPURA STATION
- JAIPUR AIRPORT

40000 Books
1500 E-books 
200 E-journals

FLEXIBLE 
LEARNING 
HOURS

WELL 
EQUIPPED 
LABS

Research is the pinnacle of a 
student’s education and VGU provides 
the intellect and infrastructure 
required for conducting meaningful 
research. The various laboratories 
in VGU provide ideal environ-
ment for scholars to be 
engaged in well-equipped 
and cutting-edge research 
that is exhaustive and 
enlightening. With the 
aid of our sophisticated 
infrastructural facilities 
and efficient work-
force, we could 
promise to deliv-
er an excep-
tional results.

100+ 
LABORATORIES
FOR R&D 



  For many students, leaving 
home means saying goodbye 

to mom’s cooking. But at VGU 
Cafeteria, there is an extensive 

selection of healthy, sustainable, diet-friendly and 
downright delicious options to keep students and 
staff fed and fueled for success. The university 
also has a regular mess providing healthy, 
hygienic, vegetarian and homely meals, with 
1000+ seating capacity for all staff and 
students

       orld class auditorium is 
designed to provide excellent 

support for important meetings, 
conferences, seminars and pres-

entations in a much secured and 
technologically advance environment of VGU campus. It has 
a seating capacity of 550+ people and an excellent stage to 
be used for all common functions/events. The entire facili-
ty is air-conditioned with a dedicated power back-up. 
Students also use the auditorium for organizing off-ac-
ademic events such as farewell or hostel gatherings

MEDICAL
FACILITY

WIFI 
CAMPUS

AUDITORIUM
550+ 
CAPACITY

GYM

ATM 
24 x 7 

1000+  SEATING 
CAPACITY

MULTI-CUISINE

CAFETERIA

FOOD COURT

CAFETERIA

TEA POST

SPORTS 
FACILITY

CRICKET GROUND  
HOCKEY GROUND   

FOOTBALL GROUND  
VOLLEYBALL COURTS

BASKETBALL COURTS
INDOOR GAMES.

The University has recreational, fitness and 
sporting facilities for students as well as 
faculty members to enjoy their 
passion and to stay fit and 
fine. Besides indoor facilities 
like table tennis, carom, 
chess. The University has 
Cricket, Hockey & Football ground 
along with Volleyball, Basketball, 
and badminton courts.

W

FOOD
JOINTS

Infrastructure
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Truly Global University

ENTERPRISE
RESOURCE
PLANNING

POLYHOUSE

CARPENTRY
LAB

TRANSPORT
FACILITY FASHION

LAB

HOSTEL
FACILITY

GEM 4 STAR RATED 
GREEN CAMPUS 

STUDENTS FROM 
29 COUNTRIES
24 STATES

Dedicated AC Hostels for International Students 
Special English language and Bridge courses for 
International Students

Wi-Fi Campus 
Well-furnished separate hostel facility for boys 
and girls
Air-conditioned hostel of 400 bed capacity 

Hands-on Workshops Learning 
Culture
Field and Industry Visits
State of the Art Advanced Design 
Studios and Labs

MOOT 
COURT



                                                  EDC started Centre for  In-
novation and Entrepreneurship Development that 

provides a platform to start-ups prospective entrepre-
neurs to convert their innovative ideas into commercially 

viable products through high-impact entrepreneurship 
education; access to mentors and experts; fast-track 

access to incubation and funding.

Visit www.vgu.ac.in for more details
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Creative Communities

21+
Student Driven
Clubs

 With 21 exceptionally innovative clubs, VGU fosters a campus environment that 
empowers in students a desire to co-create experiences in partnership with 
others. These Clubs offer fun means of developing and honing leadership skills 
and the ability to work collaboratively on a common goal. The diversity of the 
clubs and organizations mirrors diversity of the students in terms of their 
backgrounds and interests.

E-Cell "Decoller":

Toastmaster's Club: 

Vivekananda Social Services Association (VSSA): 

                                                                         N.C.C. is a dynamic 
organization of young boys and girls all over India. It plays an 

important role in inculcating values of character, patriotism, unity 
and selfless services amongst the youth. NCC provides a platform 

for self-development and helps to channelize their energy and poten-
tial towards nation building.

National Cadet Corp Club: 

                                                    VGU Toastmasters club is chartered under 
the auspices of Toastmasters International, California, USA. Here the 
members of the club learn and practice skills of effective and formal 
communication, presentation and competent leadership through 
manuals and programs designed by Toastmasters International. 
Student members of the club have brought laurels to the campus, 
the club and to themselves by winning and showcasing their skill 
set at various platforms.

                                                                                                               It’s an association that solely 
dwells on the idea to inculcate the feeling of humanity amongst the society through active partici-
pation of faculty members as well as students Main focus of VSSA club is to uplift the lower 
sections especially the deprived children by quoting and improving related issues and bringing 
in basic awareness among the affected people & to nurture and protect our environment.
Other clubs like Art Book for Creative people, Green Roots for Agriculture Department, Law 
Lounge for Law Department, Research and Development, Sports, Robotics Club are also 
functional for the university students.



Academic Events 

In the interest of awareness and empower-
ment, VGU invites eminent speakers for guest 

sessions, presentations and panel discussion on 
campus. Annually 18-20 academic events are 

organized, aiming at inspiring students with their 
life journeys despite their struggles, instilling hope 

and convincing them to face challenges with confi-
dence. It also gives students an insight in the profes-

sional world. By attending these events and presenta-
tions, students get a chance to learn and improve their 

own skills and knowledge. This also enables students in 
creating their own network in their professional field

                                   The conference  brings together experts, researchers, faculty members, students 
and the leaders of industries for sharing their knowledge and expertise in the related field of Computer 
and Mathematical Sciences. The aim of Computatia is to synthesize ideas from different fields into a 
unique approach to the subjects allowing insights not possible in any one discipline.

                                           is our event which aims to create a platform for various scholars to come for-
ward & showcase their research & study by presenting it to fellow scholars. white papers are 
published in our Research Journal "Khoj".

Khoj Prayas

                                                                   is a National-level Project Exhibition seminar which provides 
a plaform to various students to showcase their talent by exhibiting their projects in front of 
renowned professors & dignitaries. Input given by the dignitaries also guide them in taking their 
project work to a new dimension.

RTESD-2018 is focused on the Enviornment related issues and their possible solutions. Sustainability 
of the environment is one the key issue in the present scenario where global development is making 
a great impact. This conference is an opportunity for the researches, academicians and scientists to 
bring their ideas together for the sustainable overall development.

National Project Exhibition

International Conference on Recent Trends in Environment 
Sustainable Development

                For the overall benefit of student’s community, the Department of Electrical Engineering 
organized an Expert Talk cum Seminar on Power System on 27th March, 2018 to add up a another 
feather in the cap of academic history of VIT, Jaipur. The Seminar provided an opportunity to make 
career in power sector by understanding the need of it, skillfully use the knowledge for organizational 
benefits and practices for industry growth.

                     The conference gave platform to people from academia and practicing engineering to 
interact on the cutting edge issue related to the power system. The major objective of this conference 
was to exchange ideas of the recent technological developments related to the power system engineer-
ing and enhancing the knowledge related to the modern trends in electrical engineering.

NSPS

RAPSE

Computatia

Energy Conservation Building Code (ECBC), Training



                          Our Technical-cum-Cultural extravaganza is a three day event of true hearted celebration at our campus. The festival 

consists of numerous events hosted by the University in various dimensions like Cultural, Technical, Sports, Literature, Management etc. 

Students & Faculties from various colleges across the country are invited to be a part of this festival. The Campus is lively these three 

days with thousands of participants, with their true enthuthiasm, participating in the various events. Some of the events like Kavi 

Samelan, Robotron, Fashion Show, Dance Competetion, Coding, Gaming etc. are the heart & soul of the event. Panache, over the years, 

has been honoured by the auspicious presence of dignitaties visiting the Campus on the eve of the fest. 

Rapriya Balam at Celebrity Night 

Visit www.vgu.ac.in for more details
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Cultural Events

Ramp Walk, Stambh (Annual Architectural Fest)

E-Week

Panache

                                            VGU's legitimate on-paper Fresher Party 

for the new additions to VGU Family i.e. the 1st year students. 

The party is generally organized by the 2nd year students for the 

new incoming batch. The party includes various cultural events 

followed by a lunch exclusively organized for the new entrants.

Fresh Chill

                              Our Farewell party for the outgoing batches i.e. 

the final year students. The pre-final year students host this party. 

The final year students are facilitated by various honours like Mr. 

Talented, Ms. Talented, Mr. Handsome, Ms. Handsome, Mr. Techni-

cal, Ms. Technical, Mr. Placement, Ms. Placement etc. followed by a 

cultural evening and a dinner hosted for the outgoing batch.

Sayonara

                                    is celebrated every year on the  Swami Viveka-

nanda's Birth anniversary. Students are enlightened with great 

vision and various teachings of Swami Vivekananda by eminent 

speakers.

Vivekotsav  

EVENTS @ CAMPUS

PANACHE ( ANNUAL CULTURAL FESTIVAL)

FRESH CHILL  ( FRESHERS PARTY )

STAMBH ( ARCHITECTURAL FESTIVAL)

ENCODE ( DESIGN CARNIVAL )

VIVEKOTSAV ( YOUTH DAY )

SAYONARA ( FAREWELL PARTY )

E-WEEK ( CELEBRATION OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP )

Panel Discussion during E-WEEK 

                           marks the celebration of entrepreneurship 

spirit of students. With students putting in efforts round 

the year to fulfill their entrepreneurial desires, E-Week - 

hosted by Wadhwani Foundation's  NEN, gives them a 

platform to showcase their efforts and even rewards them 

for the same. It is a week-long event where the entrepre-

neurial flame is enlightened to a whole new level and the 

entrepreneurial awareness is spread across various 

communities like school students, villages, social media 

etc.



Campus Life

Varun Dhawan & Anushka Sharma at VGU Campus 

Classical Dance, Panache  (Annual Cultural Fest)

 Akhil at VGU Campus

Vivekoutsav ( Foundation Day ) Hostel Night  

                  At VGU, when not occupied with academics, 
students find themselves immersed in pursuing creative 
hobbies and interests through clubs and societies. These 
prove to be an ocean of opportunities to contribute to and 
enrich the campus experience culturally and intellectually. 
At VGU, clubs and societies are autonomous bodies which 
design their own leadership structure and modes of 
functioning. A “society” is an umbrella of two or more clubs 
with diverse pursuits, brought together by a focal interest 
area. A “club” on the other hand has a very definite field of 
work it is committed to.



National Infra Projects 

Confederation of Indian Industry

Our Recruiters Visit www.vgu.ac.in for more details
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86%

3.6 

UG STUDENTS PLACED 

AVERAGE PACKAGE (UG)

COMPANIES FOR CAMPUS PLACEMENT
48+ 

LACS/ANNUM

                           marks the celebration of entrepreneurship 

spirit of students. With students putting in efforts round 

the year to fulfill their entrepreneurial desires, E-Week - 

hosted by Wadhwani Foundation's  NEN, gives them a 

platform to showcase their efforts and even rewards them 

for the same. It is a week-long event where the entrepre-

neurial flame is enlightened to a whole new level and the 

entrepreneurial awareness is spread across various 

communities like school students, villages, social media 

etc.



Testimonials

Aman Jain
CEO, Nirmaan Services

Aayojan Events

  
Anirudh Sharma
CEO, Mr. Repair

Financial officer, 
Honeywell, Sydney

Saurabh Fageria

 Janak Arora
Digital Consultant, France

               I was first attracted to VGU & VIT Campus  education because of the reviews 
U read regarding being very hands on, not just training. I’m glad I went through the 

program because I literally enjoyed every aspect of the course. My time at VGU truly 
changed who I am and who I want to become professionally and personally. The culture 

at VGU fostered the sharing of ideas, critical decisions and collaboration among students 
and faculty across a wide range of interests. I think its rare to find a large group of people 

with entirely different methodological and theoretical backgrounds enthusiastically discuss a 
common topic. And at VGU, that happened every week. Students were encouraged to explore 

and experiment which allowed each student to find his/ her niche of interest. Every single 
student’s intellectual potential was fully explored owing to the rigorous training and constant mem-

bership one gets from the university

       My time at VGU & VIT Campus has prepared me for challenges handling a business by 
instilling a critical analysis approach to problem-solving and an appreciation of multi-disci-
plinary pedagogy. I would recommend pursuing a degree course of your choice at VGU 
because the faculty makes maximum efforts to realize your full potential. Your peers are 
diverse and interesting and come from all walks of life and life experiences. VGU has 
grown and changed, yes, but even after all these years, its ethos has remained the same.

       I greatly appreciate the caliber, diligence and enthusiasm of professors at  VGU & VIT 
Campus. They are committed to both theory and practice. You are given a number of case 
studies to work on and you’re encouraged to ask as many questions as you can. Guest 
lectures and seminars are organized on a regular basis and the students get to train with 
highly qualified professionals to gain a better, clearer view of the professional world. 
Studying at this Campus has been the biggest stepping stone to where I am now.

             First of all I thanks to all VGU & VIT  Family, The supportive faculty here helped 
me pertain various aspects of marketing dynamics and apply the same in real life. 

What has been the most influential for my career were the internship opportunities and 
course offerings. I had a chance to interview with the most prestigious companies, which 

may not have been possible had I not joined this Campus. If I had to sum up my education 
and stay at VGU, I’d say it was the most academically rewarding experience I’ve ever had.



Visit www.vgu.ac.in for more details
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What Recruiters speak about us ?

Sumit Rastogi
Amit Takalkar D2TS Manager

Rohit Soni
Training Manager

Neerav Naik
Technical Recruiter

“I found VGU & VIT Campus, Jaipur has the best practices. I will take this experience and 
provide the feedback to other campuses.”

Narayan Gurav
Deputy Manager HR

Er S.N Joshi
Director A.K.G/Guman group

Rahul Bhatia
Manager- Talent Acquisition

“Amazon would like to thank all the students of Vivekananda Global University, Jaipur, faculty and  college 
placement team, for a great recruiting season! We saw high calibre of education and discipline in the team 
that represented your college and we are happy to continue this association with you.”  

"The campus process was conducted with a good infrastructural support and strong administration. This 
helped us run the entire process efficiently and effectively. The students exhibited discipline and were recep-
tive in the entire process. We enjoyed interacting with them!"   

"A big thank you for all the support and arrangements organized to make the “AQ” Recruitment Drive a 
smooth process. The arrangements and support was truly professional and we really appreciate, leadership, 
management of VGU & VIT Campus , Jaipur and the team for all the efforts put in making it possible. Special 
mention to the student's volunteer team who made the coordination simple and easy.”  

“The Institute and staff are excellent .It was my pleasure to have time with them. VGU & VIT Campus, Jaipur 
students are trained to be apt for any corporate role. Their intense interest, persistent attitude and intellectual 
curiosity drive them to get deeply involved in their work and excel in it. In my opinion they have a rich blend 
of creativity, temperament and discipline required for a person to stand out."   

“Wipro BPO  has been a regular recruiter at VGU & VIT Campus, Jaipur for many years now and we have 
been experiencing a set of very professional and well-groomed candidates for our recruitment. The institu-
tion has a good talent pool of fresh minds that have been trained to become industry ready in state of the art 
infrastructure with a very high focus on technical capability as well as soft skills of students.
     We have been getting excellent support from the management as well as career development cell in all 
our engagements with the college and we would like to make this association bloom further in times to 
come. This will add to our talented global workforce pool and enable our organization and society to reach 
greater heights. I wish the institution all the best to become a destination of choice in the sphere of engineer-
ing education. ”      



Enrollment Process

VGU & VIT Campus
Sector 36,  NRI Road, Jagatpura, 
Jaipur, Rajasthan - 303012 (India)

Toll Free: 1800-3-131415
 www.vgu.ac.in

Important Dates 

Follow us on Follow us on 

APPLY 
Online Application Form
www.vgu.ac.in

VGU-CET / Nationalized 
Exam as Applicable for 
various programmes

Document Verification 
Fee Submission

Declaration of Merit List 

1
ENTRANCE EXAM2
ON CAMPUS 
COUNSELLING3
Addmission4

Application forms available 

Counselling Round-1 

Counselling Round-2 

Counselling Round-3 

01st March 2019

Orientation Day

01st August 2019

26th-28th May 2019

26th-28th June 2019

26th-28th July 2019


